Burbank Public Library Presents

TRUE TALES FROM BURBANK
an illustrated talk with Wesley Clark & Michael McDaniel

Home to the likes of Disney and Warner Bros., Burbank has a fascinating history beyond the glitz and glamour of its entertainment industry.

Discover the true story behind
• the mysterious Night Riders
• how the Druids came to visit
• plans to film biblical epics in town
• how the Crank Conventions came to be.

Delve into tales of
• rodeo queens
• Hollywood stars
• Mouseketeers
• and a flying lion cub.

Wesley H. Clark and Michael B. McDaniel, authors of Lost Burbank and Growing Up in Burbank, take you on a surprising and whimsical tour of the people, places, and events of this historic city we call home.

Tuesday
October 16, 2018
7:00 p.m.

Buena Vista Branch Library
300 N. Buena Vista St.
818-238-5620    burbanklibrary.org

Books will be available for purchase and signing.

OUTSIDE THE LINES
a monthlong celebration demonstrating the creativity and innovation happening inside and outside our library